
 

Recent Projects by
Chandra Cerrito / Art Advisors

Information Technology Campus
Pleasanton, CA

Chandra Cerrito / Art Advisors is pleased to have placed works on paper, paintings, sculpture and art
installations throughout six floors of a newly renovated information technology campus in the East Bay.
True to the function of the building, this unique collection features many artworks that incorporate or
reference technology in creative ways that range from literal to abstract. Giant Sparkle is a stunning
wire sculpture by Mari Andrews that was commissioned for the project. The visually complex yet
harmonious network of points and lines captures the essence of communication technology while also
reflecting the client's goals for a congruous workforce.

Public Art in Downtown Oakland
Constellations by Randy Colosky

(In progress)

Chandra Cerrito / Art Advisors is honored to be leading one of Oakland's first public art in private
development projects for a downtown residential building currently under
construction. Constellations by local artist Randy Colosky is a 70-foot long mural and 36 suspended
stainless steel spheres that together celebrate the creative spirits of the victims of Oakland's tragic
Ghost Ship fire. The work also recalls the wonder of celestial navigation, which was essential to this
port city's historic shipping industry. Stay tuned for the unveiling of this artwork in 2019!

Rotating Exhibitions
1111 Broadway, Oakland, CA



Since 2014, our curators have organized rotating exhibitions of original artworks in the expansive lobby
of 1111 Broadway, a commercial high rise located in the heart of downtown Oakland. Large scale
paintings, sculptures, and suspended installations enrich the space and highlight local talent. Featured
here is Rik Ritchey's dynamic tension-based sculpture entitled Second Thoughts made of glass and
river rocks. It is our great pleasure to present works like this in immersive, engaging exhibitions within a
beautiful urban environment.

Department Store
San Diego, CA and Denver, CO

 
We were happy to assist our longtime client, a national luxury department store, when they were
seeking contemporary abstract work to feature in their San Diego and Denver stores. This oil painting
on panel by Connie Goldman entitled Genea XIII is one of several pieces acquired to enhance the store
environments. We are honored that it will be added to the company's esteemed art collection, which
was established in 1951 and includes works by local emerging talent, mid-career luminaries, and blue
chip artists of historical significance.


